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NEW BRAND IDENTITY FOR RESOLVE MARINE  

– Rebrand Allows for Broader Recognition of Subsidiary Operations – 

 
 
For Immediate Release  
 
June 10, 2019 – Fort Lauderdale, FL– Resolve Marine, a global leader in specialized marine services, today 

announced a brand refresh and new logo that allows global subsidiary operations to be incorporated along 

with the parent company brand. 

 

Resolve Marine (formerly Resolve Marine Group) today has a presence in the United States, Europe, Africa, 

and Asia. The company’s primary subsidiary operations are Resolve Academy, the company’s education and 

training division and Resolve Aviation, offering flight services throughout Alaska, western Canada, and The 

Pacific Northwest.  

 

The new logo elements include a word mark and graphic symbol. The wordmark enables divisions to be 

paired with the Resolve Marine brand. The graphic symbol, first developed under the stewardship of the 

company’s founder, depicts two hands holding a firehose, part of Resolve Marine’s early expansion to train 

marine firefighters.  

 

A private company established in 1984 by Joe Farrell Jr., Resolve Marine has grown from a one-tug 

operation into one of the world’s leading maritime services and solutions provider. The new brand identity 

represents a trusted team of experts that bring a global presence and local response to every project. 

 

Joseph Farrell, III, director of business development, said, “The growth of our business has been built on 

innovation, a culture of investing in our people, assets and equipment, and serving our clients. This new 

brand identity reflects our journey and leadership position in our industry.”  

 

About Us  
Resolve Marine is a global leader in specialized marine services, including emergency response, salvage, 

wreck and recovery, and maritime training. A private company established in 1984 and headquartered in 

Fort Lauderdale, FL, Resolve Marine has commercial offices, response warehouses and equipment depots 

located in the United States, Europe, Africa, and Asia. For more information, visit www.resolvemarine.com, 

call +1.954.764.8700 or follow us on LinkedIn and Twitter and Facebook @resolvemarine.  
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